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3 Claims. 
The invention relates to a total and decimal 

point printing device, for combined calculating 
and typewriting machines of the type described 
in German specification No. 619,119, which moves 

5 the Spacing key, the numeral keys, and the deci 
mal key of the typewriter by means of electro 
magnets, the circuits of which are controlled by 
contact devices actuated by the numeral rolls of 
the accumulator and by the mechanism of the 

10 total printing device. 
In the known total printing devices of this 

type, for the purpose of controlling the circuit of 
the electromagnets, each place in the accumula 
tor is associated with a ten-way contact or switch 

l3 device and a closing contact or switch, while a 
single closing contact only is provided for the 
decimal place. 
The ten-way contact devices of the different 

accumulator places are adjusted by the appro 
20 priate numeral rolls in such a manner that, in 

each place, a current path through the electro 
magnets is prepared and the numeral key, the 
numerical value of which is equal to the nu 
merical value indicated by the numeral roll, is 

25 actuated. 
The closing contacts associated with the vari 

ous accumulator places, each of which is dis 
posed in series with the ten-way contact device 
corresponding to the same accumulator place, are 

20 closed one after the other by a staggered switch 
member actuated by the driving motor of the 
total printing device, beginning with the top 
accumulator place and proceeding serially down 
wards in place value. 

35 prepared by the ten-way contact devices are 
closed one after the other, so that brief current 
impulses pass over the electromagnets of the 
numeral keys which correspond to the amount to 
be printed, and the spacing key, the numeral 

40 keys, and the decimal key are struck in correct 
Sequence and One after the other at the cor 
rect time intervals. - 

In order that it may be possible with such a 
total printing device to print the products cal 

45 culated in the accumulator of a multiplying ma 
chine, in which the decimal position (depending 
on the number of places after the decimal) 
varies very considerably, the staggered switch 
member which is designed as a contact drum, is 

50 longitudinally displaceable on its driving shaft, 
so that it is possible, if the product after the 
decimal point has an unduly large number of 
places, to omit the lowest places and the posi 
tion of the decimal point, which, as regards the 

55 contact drum, is fixed between the second and 

Thus the current paths. 

(C. 235-60) 
the third stud (reckoned from the right) be 
moved as desired in relation to the accumulator 
which is not axially movable. 
With the known total printing devices the 

staggered switch member is displaced by hand. 
As this displacement is often omitted in error, 
errors in decimal places often occur. Accord 
ing to the invention, in order that such errors 
in decimal places may be avoided, when certain 
numeral keys of the typewriter are used or when 
the paper carriage passes through certain posi 
tions, the staggered switch member is automati 
cally displaced in the axial direction. The stag 
gered Switch member is returned into the nor 
mal position by the drive mechanism of the 
total printing device each time the printing of 
the total has been completed 
A typical embodiment of the invention is illus 

trated in the accompanying drawings, wherein 
Fig. 1 shows a plan of a combination of a 

typewriter and a calculating machine having a 
total printing device but not showing the im 
provement of this invention. 

Fig. 2 is a part sectional side view of parts 
of the contact devices of the total printing de 
vice in combination with the accumulator but 
not showing the improvement of this inven 
tion. 

Fig. 3 is a view of a control device for influenc 
ing a double contact. 

Fig. 4 shows the wiring diagram of the elec 
trical devices provided on the typewriter. 

Fig. 5 shows in plan the staggered switching 
member with the devices according to the in 
vention. 

Fig. 6 is an elevation of Fig. 5. 
Fig. 7 shows a detail of Figs. 5 and 6. 
Fig. 8 is a sectional view of the arrangement 

shown in Fig. 5 taken just to the right of the 
drum. 

Figs. 9 and 10 show two different views of a 
locking and releasing device for the staggered 
switch member. 
Fig.11 shows a tabulated data recorded by 

the devices according to the invention. 
Figs. 12 and 13 show a back and side view of 

a control device, actuated by the carriage of the 
registering machine and arranged on the frame 
of a typewriter, for the device which causes the 
displacement of the staggered switch member. 

Fig. 14 shows a contact holder, partially in sec 
tion, in combination with contact strips fixed to 
the machine frame and carrying the holder. 
'Fig. 15 shows a wiring diagram of the device 

according to the invention. ". . . . . . . 
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2 
By means of the total printing device shown 

in the drawings, the result ascertained in the 
accumulator 2 of the calculating machine is 
transferred to the paper form placed around the 
platen 3 of the typewriter, in a column provided 
therefor. Before the printing of the total is be 
gun, first of all, by depression of the tabulating 
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key 'T' the top part of the column on the sheet 
of paper on which the result is to be printed, 
must be brought into the printing position of the 
machine. When the paper carriage of the type 
writer is in this position, a Spring contact 5 slid 
ably disposed on a bar 4 of the carriage, closes 
a contact device 6 arranged firmly in the frame 
of the typewriter. By this means an electro 
magnet 7 (Fig. 4) arranged at the side of the 
accumulator of the calculating machine is Sup 
plied with current and attracts a lever 8, which 
Swings a catch 9 (Fig. 2) and thereby locks the 
tens shifting lever O of the accumulator. Fur 
thermore, by means of two further magnets 
and 2 located in the same circuit, the inter 
mediate wheels 58a of the accumulator 2 are 
brought into engagement with the rack 3. 
To the accumulator 2 there is articulated a 

flat bar 9 (Fig. 2) which, shortly after the 
toothed. Wheels 58a of the accumulator, drawn 
downwardly by the magnets , 2, have meshed 
with the racks 3, carries a locking member 20, 
which holds the racks 3, downward against the 
pressure of a spring 2, and releases the racks 13. 
The racks f3 originally in the Zero position shown 
in Fig. 2 are then drawn from the zero position 
by the tensioned springs 22 and thereby place the 

35 numeral roll 58 of the accumulator, engaging 
With the racks 3, at Zero. In this case the tenS 
preparing levers 0 which are fixed by the lock 
ing finger 9, serve in known manner as stops 
which determine the neutral position of the nu 
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meral rolls. When the numeral rolls 58 have 
reached the zero position, each of the racks 3 is 
thrust Out of the Zero position, to an extent which 
is proportionate to the numerical value indicated 
by the appropriate numeral roll. 
On the racks 3 (Fig. 2) there are placed by 

means of Small insulating members 23, sliding 
contacts 24 which, when the racks move out of 
the zero position, slide over contact bars 25 dis 
posed in the same plane and extending trans 
Versely to the direction of movement of the racks. 
From the ends 25a (Fig. 4) of the contact bars 

there extend cable connections to electromagnets/ 
57, 5a mounted below the keys of the typewriter. 
One contact bar is provided for each numerical 
value. All the contact bars 25 can be brought 
into sliding contact with each individual contact 
24. The cuntact bars are separated from one 
another by a rack pitch, i. e. the distance corre 
sponding to the numerical value 1. If a numeral 
roller, before zeroizing the accumulator, shows 
One of the numerical values 0, 1, 2, 3 . . , then 
On Zeroizing the appropriate rack 3 will be dis 
placed in such a manner that the sliding contact 
24 moved thereby comes into contact with the 
contact bar 25 which is connected with the elec 
tromagnet of the numeral key of the typewriter 
having the corresponding numerical value. Thus 
by means of the movable contacts 24 which are 
adjusted by racks 3, in each position of the ac 
cumulator a current path is prepared over those 
electromagnets of the numeral keys of the type 
Writer the numerical value of which agree with 
the numerical value indicated by the numeral 

5 
roll of the corresponding accumulator place be 
fore zeroizing. 

2,084,445 
When the adjustment of the racks 3 with the 

aSSOciated sliding contacts 24 has been com 
pleted, in order to carry out the printing of the 
total, pressure is applied to the total printing key 
'S' (Fig. 4) which is provided on the keyboard 
of the typewriter. 
38 disposed below it, and thus supplies current to 
a magnet 2. 
The magnet attracts a bar 28 which closes a 

contact device 29 to supply current to a motor 30, 
The motion of the motor 30 is transmitted to a 

shaft 35 (Figs. 1 and 2). On this shaft 35 (a 
part of which is squared) a drum 37, provided 
with a number of studs 36, is arranged so as to 
be displaceable in the longitudinal direction. 
The studs 36 are arranged along a helical line on 
the periphery of the drum 37 (Fig. 1). 
When the drum (37) is turned the studs (36) 

act on closing contact devices 26 one of which is 
provided for each accumulator place. The studs 
36 are grouped in a staggered arrangement on 
the drum 3 in such a manner-and when the 
total is printed the drum is turned so that the 
closing contacts 26 corresponding to the differ 
ent places of the accumulator are closed one 
after the other in sequences as the places de 
scend, beginning at the highest place of the 
accumulator. 
AS may may be seen from Figs. 1, 2 and 4, the 

closing contacts 26, with the ten-way contact de 
vices 24, 25, are disposed in series. The current 
paths prepared by the ten-way contact devices 
24, 25 are, therefore, closed one after the other 
and, therefore, the numeral keys-as is neces 
sary when writing with the typewriter-are 
struck one after the other. 
In the example of construction according to the 

drawings, the length of the drum 37 is such, and 
the number of the studs 36 So selected, that when 
the total is printed only ten places of the 
accumulator are taken into consideration, al 
though the accumulator shown in the drawings 
has thirteen places. 
The drum can easily be removed and replaced 

by another of greater or lesser length and number 
of studs, so that when the total is printed any 
desired number of places of the accumulator can 
be taken into consideration. 
To print the decimal point there is arranged, 

on the left-hand part of the shaft 35 carrying the 
contact drum 37, a separate drum member 39 
which has only one stud 40 adjustable on the 
drum in the direction of rotation. 
On the drum 3 the circumferential distance 

(measured in the direction of the periphery, of 
the drum) between the studs 36a and 36b (Fig. 
5) which are associated with the places of the 
accumulator, between which the decimal should 
appear-is twice as great as the circumferential 
distance between two adjacent studs 36. The 
stud 40 arranged on the contact, drum 39 is so 
adjusted that it closes the contact device 4 ?, 42 
aSSOciated therewith and which controls the cir 
cuit of a magnet coil 55 located under the decimal 
key of the typewriter, at the moment when the 
drum 37, after the stud 36a has closed the ap 
propriate contact device 26, has traversed exact 

The key 'S' closes a contact 
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ly half the path of rotation at the end of which 
the stud 36b comes into operation. 
Thus, if one includes the printing of the deci 

mal the entire printing of the total is effected by 
means of successive taps on the keys at regular 
intervals of time. 

If, for example, the figure 0000080047 appears 

70 

in the ten places to be considered in the print- 5 
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2,084,445 
ing of the total, then when the total is printed 
the first five noughts must be omitted, whereas 
the noughts which appear inside the figure, must 
be printed. This is done by the following ar 
rangement which is described in detail in Ger 
man specification Nr. 610,138. 
The circuits of the electromagnets 55 and 5. 

(Fig. 4) which actuate the decimal key and the 
numeral keys 1-9 on the one hand, and the cir 
cuits of the electromagnets 56, 5 a which actuate 
the spacing key and the Zero key on the other 
hand, have each a common return line. In the 
first return line is arranged a relay magnet 3 
and in the second there is provided a two-way 
contact device 45, 6, 7. 
Thus all the circuits extending from the con 

tact bars to the decimal key and to the keys i-9 
of the typewriter, lead over the relay magnet 43. 
When energized, the latter changes over the two 
way contact device 45, 86, 4 arranged in the 
return line of the electromagnet 56, 5d for the 
spacing and the Zero key. 
At the beginning of each total printing opera 

tion the two-Way contact device é5, 6, 4 is so 
adjusted that, a current path is prepared by the 
Small contact members 36, GE from the bar 25t 
asSociated With the 2ero value through the nag 
ret coil 56 arranged under the spacing key, so 
that, if no value of the order of magnitude -9 
has previously been printed, With the ten-Way 
contact device 24, 25 set at zero, the spacing key 
is struck. But as soon as a value of the magni 
tude '3' to '9' or a decimal is printed, and a 
corresponding coil 5 or 55 under the correspond 
ing key of the typewriter is energized, the sole 
noid 43 of the relay is thereby energized, as all 
the circuits corresponding to the Walues '1' to 
'9' and the decimal key lead over this relay. The 
Solenoid 43 attracts the lever 34 and thus the two 
way contact device (35, 46, 47 is changed over in 
Such a, Emanner that now a current impulse can 
flow over the contacts £5 and 46 from the zero 
bar 25b and the ten-way contact devices to the 
Solenoid 5d., which actuates the zero key. The 
bell crank lever 44 is held in the attracted posi 
tion by a spring-urged double lever 38. 
Thus, until the completion of the printing of 

the total in each particular case, with the ten 
Way contact device set at Zero, a zero is always 
printed on the paper. 
When the contact drum 3 (Fig. 4) has per 

formed one rotation, that is to say when the 
printing of the total is finished, then by known 
means the Switch bar 28 is released so that under 
the influence of the spring 49 it returns into its 
initial position, the contact 29 in the circuit of 
the motor 3G is interrupted, and the motor is 
stopped together with the drum, as described in 
the aforesaid German specification No. 619,119. 
When the switch bar 28 moves backward into 

the initial position, by means of the lever 52 
(Figs. 3 and 4) which is articulated to the switch 
bar 28 by the intermediate member 50, the re 
versal of the double contact device 45, 46, 4a is 
re-set. When the Switch bar 28 moves back 
Ward a bent over portion 520 of the lever 52 is 
placed under an inclined portion 48a (Fig. 3) of 
the pivoted lever 48 and raises the latter against 
the influence of the spring 53 and thus allows the 
bell crank lever 44 to spring back into the initial 
position, whereby the contacts 46, 47 (Fig. 4) 
again come into contact with each other. At the 
same moment the spring contact 5 (Fig. 1) of the 
onwardly moving paper carriage 3 of the type 
writer releases the contact device 6, so that the 

3. 
contact device interrupts the circuit of the elec 
tromagnets 7, 8, 2. The catch 9, which locks 
the tens shifting lever 0, and the accumulator 
are then returned by spring action into their in 
itial position. 
The racks 3 are returned into the zero posi 

tion by means of a link mechanism not shown in 
the drawings. 
The contact device 6 (Fig. 4) prevents the 

total printing device from coming into operation 
on the backward travel of the paper carriage, as 
described in the aforesaid German specification 
No. 619, 19. 
By sliding the drum 3 on the shaft 35 it is 

possible to choose whether (for example when 
taking the ten places into Consideration) the total 
is to be printed from the 1st-10th place or from 
the 3rd-12th place. At the same time the decin 
mal is thereby placed at the desired position. The 
drum 3 is adjusted correctly on its shaft 35 with 
the aid of a control stirrup 66 provided on a 
shaft 59 (Fig. 5). 
The devices above described are know. 
Referring to the table shown in Fig. ii, column 
gives values by weight of different goods as 

far as the third place after the decimal; column 
2 gives the prices per unit weight up to the Sec 
ond place after the decimal; column 3 gives the 
figures denoting the kind of goods-Which are 
unessential for the calculation; columni & gives 
the cost per unit of weight of the specified quan 
tity of goods at the price stated, as far as the 
second decimal place; coluinn 5 gives the per 
centages for any discount allowed as far as the 
second decimali place; and coiti in 6 gives the de 
ducted amounts as far as the second decimal 
place. . r 

In performing the calculation, in each line of 
the table, the values in column and column 2 
are to be multiplied. In the first line of figures 
in the table, for example i53.250 kg. is to be nul 
tiplied by Mk.2.19. The product to be entered 
in column 3 is exactly 335.61750, that is to say it 
has 5 places after the decinnai. In the accumu 
lator 33561750 appears. 
As in the calculating machine illustrated in 

the drawings, the contact druin is designed in 
such a manner that, two places are printed after 
the decimal, and its ignitial position is so selected 
that the total is printed from the botton ter. 
places of the accumulator-when the contact 
drum in the initial position 335617.50 would be 
printed. Thus, in order to obtain correctly five 
places after the decina, the contact drum in 
Fig. 5 must be displaced to the left through 
three places; the last three places are then 
omitted and the decimal is correctly printed. In 
column 6, therefore, 335.6i is printed. 
One is justified in ignoring the last three places, 

as in commercial accounts it is the custon to give 
money amounts only to the second place after 
the decinia. 

the machine according to the invention and 
in the example given, the contact drum 3 is dis 
placed by three places automatically, in that on 
the depression of the kg. key (Fig. 5), a contact 
sia located under this key closes a circuit where 
by the solenoid 62 shown in Figs. 5, 6, 8 is ener 
gized. The result of this is that the iron core 33 
associated with this solenoid is attracted intil 
the coupling slide 65 connected with the core and 
adapted to nove iti the end of the long slot 
6.a strikes agains, the pin (35. The slide Sé has 
a shoulder (S6 (Figs. 6 &nd 8) which engages be 
hind a projection 663 of the strug) (; conse 
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4. 
quently, the stirrup 60 and the contact drum 37 
is displaced to the left by three places on the 
shaft 35 against the influence of the spring TO 
(Fig. 5) as is required in accordance with what 
has been explained above. . 
A locking lever 7 (Figs. 5, 8, 9) which is 

Subjected to the influence of the spring T2 (Fig. 
5), holds the stirrup 60 in the position into which 
it is brought by the solenoid 62. 
When the printing of the total is completed, 

the locking lever 7 is released by the lever 76 
engaging under it under the action of the pin 75 
Of the disc 74 arranged on the shaft 35 which 
carries the contact drum 3 (Figs. 9 and 10). 
Shortly before the completion of the rotation of 
the roller 3, the pin 75 presses, from below, un 
der the one-armed lever 76 pivoted at 6a, where 
by the lever 76 and at the same time the locking 
lever 7 are raised in such a manner that the 
Stirrup 60 and the contact drum 37 are released 
and Slide back into the initial position under the 
influence of the spring 70. The coupling slide 
64 is returned by the spring 73 associated there 
With. 

If any correction of the position of the con 
tact drum is necessary, the locking lever 7 can 
also be released by means of a correction key ar 
ranged in the typewriter but not shown in the 
drawings. 
The amount (335.6) previously calculated and 

printed, according to the table (Fig. 11) in Order 
to calculate a deduction of 9.75 per cent must 
again be multiplied by 0.0975. The product to 
be entered in column 6 is 32.62.1975. Thus it has 
6 places after the decimal point. When, there 
fore, this amount is printed, the contact drum 
37 must be moved four places to the left. This 
is effected automatically by depression of the 9, 
key 89 (Fig. 15). A contact 89a mounted under 
the key. 89 completes the circuit of a further sole 
noid 77 (Figs. 5, 6 and 15). The iron core 78 
associated with this solenoid is thereby attracted 
With the result that a coupling slide 79 connected 
With this core is moved four places to the left, 
whereby the projection 79a (Fig. 8) provided on 
the slide engages behind a projection 60a on the 
Stirrup 60, and carries the contact drum with it 
through four places. The last four places of the 
above product "1975' are omitted and the amount 
32.62 appears in column 6 of the table. 
The contact drum is returned into the initial 

position by the same means as described With ref 
erence to the printing of the amount in column 4. 
When book-keeping machines consisting of a 

typeWriter and a calculator are used for contin 
uously repeated calculation of one and the same 
Calculation process, for example as shown by the 
table of Fig. 11, the calculating functions of the 
calculating machine are often controlled by the 
paper carriage of the typewriter. That is possible 
because the same paper carriage position always 
Corresponds to the same calculating process. 
With machines of this type the electromag 

nets which cause the movement of the contact 
drum 3, may also be controlled by contact de 
vices which (instead of being actuated by the 
kg. =, Rim-, % = or other sign keys) are actuated 
by the paper carriage. 
An example of Construction of Such a contact, 

device actuated by the paper carriage is de 
Scribed in German Specification Nr. 615,859 and 
is illustrated in Figs. 12, 13, 14. - 
On the typewriter frame 80 there is fixed a p 

Contact holder 8 of insulating material in Which 

2,084,445 
a current strip 85 and six contact bars 82 to 82VI 
are embedded. 
The Subsidiary references to WI carried by 

the contact bars correspond to the 1 to 6 places 
through which the contact drum is displaced 
through the agency of the contact bars. The 
contact bar 82III is connected with the electro 
magnet and the contact bar 82Iv with the 
electromagnet 62. On the bar 8, the holders 
83a and 83b are fixed by means of the stirrup 84 
which contains contacts 83c and 83d. The con 
tact 83c of the contact holder 83 is brought into 
conductive contact with the contact bar 82r II by 
a flexible contact member 86a, and the contact 
83d of the holder 83b with the bar 82ry by means 
of the flexible plate 86b. 
The paper carriage 88 of the typewriter moves 

two conductively interconnected sliding contacts 
8, 8a one of which slides constantly on the 
current strip 85 while the other can come into 
contact with the contacts 83c, 83d, and thereby 
produce the conductive connection between the 
current strip and a contact bar 82III, 82IV. Thus 
according to whether the sliding contact 8 
comes into contact with the contact 83c or 83d, 
the magnet 62 or the magnet T is energized 
and the contact drum moved 3 or 4 places. The 
operation of these contacts is further described 
in the aforesaid German specification No. 619,119, 
Fig. 16. 
In the bar 8 f shown in the drawings there 

are provided six contact bars; accordingly six 
electromagnets can also be provided which dis 
place the contact drun through one to six places. 
The contact drum, instead of being actuated by 
electromagnetic means, could also be actuated 
by mechanical means. 

I claim:- 
1. A combined key-operated calculating and 

typewriting machine comprising a typewriter 
carriage; an accumulator having numeral rolls; 
a total printing device with automatic decimal 
point printing means; and a drive mechanism for 
Said printing device, Said total printing device 
comprising a drum with staggered Switch con 
tacts and longitudinally movable on a shaft for 
the purpose of altering the position of the decimal 
point, contact devices actuated through the nu 
neral rolls of the accumulator by the drive mech 
anism and co-operating With the contacts on the 
drum, electromagnets arranged in circuits con 
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trolled by the contact devices and operating the 
Spacing key, the numeral keys and the decimal 
point key of the typeWriter, and means under 
control of Said typewriter carriage for auto 
matically moving Said contact drum through a 
predetermined number of ordinal places during 
operation of the machine. 

2. A combined key-operated calculating and 
typewriting machine comprising a typewriter 
carriage; an accumulator having numeral rolls; 
a total printing device With an automatic decimal 
point printing means; a drive mechanism for 
Said printing device, Said total printing device 
comprising a drum with staggered switch con 
tacts and longitudinally movable on a shaft for 
the purpose of altering the position of the decimal 
point, contact devices actuated through the nu 
neral rolls of the accumulator by the drive mech 

- anism and co-operating with the contacts on the 
drum, electromagnets arranged in circuits con 
trolled by the contact devices and operating the 
spacing key, the numeral keys and the decimal 
oint key of the typewriter, and means under 

control of said typewriter carriage for moving 
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2,084,445 5. 
said contact drum through a predetermined num- meral rolls of the accumulator by the drive 
ber of ordinal places; and code keys controlling mechanism and co-operating with the contacts 
said movement of the drum. . . on the drum, electromagnets arranged in circuits 

3. A combined key-operated calculating and controlled by the contact devices and operating 
5 typewriting machine comprising a typewriter car- the spacing key, the numeral keys and the deci 

riage; an accumulator having numeral rolls; a mal point key of the typewriter, and means for 
total printing device with an automatic decimal automatically moving said contact drum through 
point printing means; a drive mechanism for a predetermined number of ordinal places; and 
said printing device, said total printing device means on the carriage for controlling said auto 

10 comprising a drum with staggered switch con- matic movement of the drum from the carriage 10 
tacts and longitudinally movable On a shaft for movement. 
the purpose of altering the position of the decimal AUGUST KOMANN. 
point, contact devices actuated through the nu 


